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Across

2. Concentration of trace substances at a 

greater level than occurs in average air

4. When sulfuric acid and nitric acid 

dissolve into water:

5. Result from the unique characteristics 

of a location

7. Industry in which wages and other 

compensation paid to employees constitute 

a high percentage of expenses

13. Involves transporting materials to and 

from a factory. A firm seeks a location that 

minimizes the cost of transporting inputs to 

the factory and finished goods to 

consumers.

15. (especially of food) likely to decay or 

go bad quickly.

17. Turning over much of the 

responsibility for production to 

independent suppliers.

19. Freon, and other substances that leak 

and get carried out into the stratosphere, 

where they break down the ozone layer

20. Anticipated increase in Earths 

temperature, caused by carbon dioxide and 

other greenhouse gases trapping some of 

the radiation emitted by the surface

Down

1. Tiny droplets of sulfuric acid and nitric 

acid form and return to earths surface.

3. Series of improvements in industrial 

technology that transformed the process of 

manufacturing goods.

6. Plants in Mexico near the U.S. border 

are known as

8. type of smog produced when 

ultraviolet light from the sun reacts with 

nitrogen oxides in the atmosphere.

9. Funds to establish new factories or 

expand existing ones.

10. A layer in the atmosphere that absorbs 

dangerous ultraviolet rays from the sun

11. cargo, a shipping term for any loose 

material that must be loaded individually,

12. Woven fabrics

14. a place to dispose of refuse and other 

waste material by burying it and covering it 

over with soil, especially as a method of 

filling in or extending usable land.

16. Requires a factory to maintain a so 

called "open shop" and prohibits a "closed 

shop". Basically a union and a company may 

not negotiate a contract that requires 

workers to join a union as a condition of 

employment

18. Oxygen consumed by the decomposing 

organic waste constitutes:


